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ABSTRACT

Target poisoning is prevalent in reactive magnetron sputtering and causes deleterious effects, especially in deposition using metal targets.
Both the deposition rate and the stoichiometry ratio of the coatings will be compromised because of the quicker coverage of the poisoning
materials on the target relative to removal by sputtering. Continuous high-power magnetron sputtering (C-HPMS) possesses merits such as
more rapid sputtering than high-power impulse magnetron sputtering and better target poisoning resistance. In this work, the discharge
and plasma characteristics of C-HPMS for an Al metal target in reactive O2/Ar atmospheres are investigated by modeling and alumina depo-
sition. At a constant oxygen partial pressure, larger discharge power increases target etching significantly compared to surface combination
with O2, leading to reduced surface poisoning. Besides, a higher temperature is produced near the target to produce more intense rarefaction
effects and decrease the risk of target poisoning. In Al discharge, the stable deposition window in the O2/Ar ratio under 120W/cm2 is
5 times of that under 20W/cm2. Moreover, a large deposition rate of 112 nm/min is achieved at the poisoning-saturated point and a target/
substrate distance can be increased to larger than 40 cm, thus providing more flexibility in the design of deposition parameters and hardware
requirement. Our results show that high discharge intensity improves plasma density and ionization rates of reactive particles boding well
for the deposition of under-stoichiometric and higher-quality amorphous Al2O3 films. The reactive C-HPMS technique has large potential
in the commercial production of functional coatings and thin films.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0051296

I. INTRODUCTION

Although reactive magnetron sputtering is widely used to
fabricate dense and smooth metallic compound coatings such as
oxides, nitrides, and carbides,1,2 target poisoning and concomitant
problems continue to impact the efficiency and film properties.
Target poisoning stems from the formation of insulating com-
pounds on the target surface when reactive gases are introduced
into the sputtering plasma. If the formation rate is larger than the
sputtering rate, the insulating poisoning layer can extinguish
discharge, causing instability. Even when a balance is established
between surface compound coverage and sputtering, the deposition

rate of the oxidized surface tends to degrade compared to that on
the pure metal target.3,4 Besides, aggregation of charged particles
on the insulating layer can produce unstable arcing resulting in
uncontrolled operation and subsequent defects, inhomogeneity,
and droplets in the deposited coatings.

Improvements have been made to optimize the sputtering
process in reactive atmospheres and increase the deposition rate
and quality of coatings. The pulsed discharge techniques such as
bipolar medium frequency-pulsed magnetron sputtering (MF-MS)
have been used to keep the discharge stable by neutralizing surface
charges.5,6 To improve the deposition rate, the critical point in the
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oxidation curve expressed by the discharge voltage and the reactive
gas flow rate must be identified and some feedback systems based
on the evolution of the discharge voltage or plasma composition
have been developed to monitor the poisoning state by adjusting
the flow rate of the reactive gas. For example, Koski et al.7 have
proposed a sensitive voltage monitoring system to keep the desired
transition point of target poisoning in alumina deposition.
However, the electrical parameters change with the consumption of
the target, thus affecting the reproducibility.8 Mass spectrometry
and optical emission spectroscopy (OES)9–11 that can track the evo-
lution of plasma composition in situ have been implemented in the
feedback system. However, target poisoning is not reduced appre-
ciably. Furthermore, the stable reactive sputtering window is still
very narrow, and it is difficult to control the composition of the
coatings precisely. Recently, high-power impulse magnetron sput-
tering (HiPIMS) has been shown to have no hysteresis in the reac-
tive atmosphere because of fast oxidation and ion etching on the
target in a pulse,12–15 which may be exploited to mitigate poison-
ing. However, owing to that high temperature caused by heat accu-
mulation during pulse-on improves the oxidation reaction,
poisoning will still take place during pulse-off, resulting in worse
poisoning especially for short pulses.16

Continuous high-power magnetron sputtering (C-HPMS) can
obtain ultrahigh plasma densities and ionization rates just like
HiPIMS, but dozen times deposition rate than HiPIMS.17 Owing to
high-speed and continuous etching, it should conceivably show a
better poisoning resistance. In this work, the discharge and plasma
characteristics of C-HPMS in the reactive atmospheres (O2/Ar)
with an Al target are studied systematically by theoretical modeling
and experiments. The results show that a higher power density
increases the sputtering rate, gas rarefaction, and ionization rate,
and as a result, the poisoning resistance, deposition rate, and film
properties are enhanced.

II. MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Model

A plasma global model17,18 is established for the Ar/O2/Al dis-
charge system to simulate the discharge characteristics in C-HPMS
as shown in Fig. 1. The simulation domain is the ionization region
which is a circular semi-cylinder with a diameter the same as the
width of the etching ring on the target. In the Ar/O2/Al system, the
basic particles include cold electrons (e), hot electrons (eH), ground
state atoms (Ar, O2, O, and Al), metastable state atoms (Arm),
O2(a

1Δg) (labeled as Oma
2 ), O2(b

1Σg) (labeled as Omb
2 ), Om, hot

atom Arh, and ions (Ar+, O þ
2 , O+, O−, Al+, and Al2+).

The particle equilibrium equations are established based on
the generation and consumption in the reactions as shown in the
following equation:

dn
dt

¼
X

Rprocess, (1)

where n (m−3) is the particle density in the discharge region and
t (s) is the discharge time. Rprocess (m

−3 s−1) is the reaction rate of
various generation and loss processes such as reaction, sputtering,
and diffusion, mainly dominated by the particle density and the

electron temperature in the ionization region [see Eq. (A5) for
explanation as an example].

The electron energy density is expressed by the following
energy equilibrium equation:

d
dt

3
2
eneTe

� �
¼

X
Qprocess, (2)

where Te (V) is the electron temperature. Qprocess (J/s) is the change
of the thermal energy, including the input of the power supply,
thermal release, reaction consumption, and the energy loss due to
the loss of ions [see Eq. (A69)].

Before complete poisoning, formation and sputtering of the
Al2O3 layer on the target reach a dynamic equilibrium, and at this
time, the degree of “target poisoning” is expressed by the coverage
of the Al2O3 layer on the target surface (ϑ) as shown in the follow-
ing equation:

dϑ
dt

σOt ¼ ð2αO2ΓO2,c þ 2αOm
2
ΓOma

2 ,c þ 2αOm
2
ΓOmb

2 ,c þ αOΓO,diff

þ αOmΓOm,diff Þ(1� ϑ)þ (2ΓOþ
2
þ ΓO þ )(1� ϑ)

� NO
Al2O3

ΓAl2O3,sput, (3)

where σOt = 1.25 × 1020 m−2 is the maximum adsorption density of
the O atom on the Al target and NO

Al2O3
¼ 3 is the number of O

atom in an Al2O3 compound molecule. According to Zheng
et al.,19 a single atom is more likely to react on the target surface
compared to diatomic molecule. Considering that O2 is more active
than N2, the sticking coefficient α is set to 0.5, 0.5, 1, and 1 for O2,
Om

2 , O, and Om, respectively. ΓAl2O3,sput is the sputtering flux of
Al2O3. The terms in Eq. (3) are chemisorption, ion implantation,
and sputtering consumption, respectively. More details about simu-
lation are provided in Appendix.

FIG. 1. Simplified Ar/O2/Al global model. The black solid arrows indicate the
possible reactions between each particle, the dashed arrows represent the diffu-
sion flux of ions leaving the ionization region, the blue arrows show the diffusion
of Ar and O2 into the ionization region, and the red arrows show ion sputtering
on the target.
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B. Experiment

The experiments were performed in a homemade vacuum
chamber (600 × 600 × 500mm3) equipped with a rectangle sputtering
cathode (300 × 127mm2). To realize C-HPMS, a new cathode was
developed by optimizing the cooling system that significantly
improves the cooling efficiency. Therefore, target heating was signifi-
cantly reduced so that the cathode can work continuously under
ultra-high power density. For the Al target (99.9% pure), the
maximum power density calculated over the racetrack with a width of
5.5 cm and a length of 51.6 cm can reach 120W/cm2. Ar gas (99.99%
pure, 30 SCCM) and O2 (99.999% pure) are used in the discharge
experiment, and the discharge pressure in the vacuum chamber is
kept at 0.8 Pa by adjusting the pumping speed. The Ar/O2 ratio is
controlled by adjusting the flow rate of O2. A 60 kW DC power
supply (Ascent 60, Advanced Energy, USA) that provided the dis-
charge and the voltage was monitored by AMS master software devel-
oped by Advanced Energy. The substrates were fixed at a distance of
40 cm from the target. The morphology of the samples was observed
by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, ZEISIS
SUPRA@55) equipped with energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry
(EDS) to measure the film composition. The beam energy is 15 kV.
The transmittance was determined by ultraviolet-visible (UV–vis)
spectrophotometry (Shimadzu, UV-2450) using a soda-lime glass
substrate as reference. The insulating properties of the samples were
determined on a resistance tester (PRS-801, Prostat, USA).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 displays the electron density (ne) with increasing O2/Ar
ratios for different power densities derived by the global model. With
increasing power densities, ne increases significantly especially at
lower power densities due to enhanced discharge and particle colli-
sions. However, the rate of increase decreases when the power density
is above 80W/cm2. With increasing O2/Ar ratios, the evolution of ne

exhibits two stages. Because of the higher ionization energy of O2

than Ar,20 ne declines slightly in the first stage. In the second stage,
ne increases drastically but shows fluctuations indicating unstable dis-
charge when the O2/Ar ratio reaches a critical point. The dramatic
change of ne reflects the transformation of the target discharge state
in relation to the O2/Ar ratio. Equation (4)19 is used to derive the sec-
ondary electron emission yield when ion i bombards target j,

γ j,i ¼ 0:016(Eiz,i � 2Ew,j), (4)

where Eiz,i is the ionization energy of atom i and Ew,j is the electronic
work function of target j. In the discharge model, the target surface
changes from a metallic state to oxidized state as the O2/Ar ratio
increases. The secondary electron emission yields of Al2O3 etched by
Ar+ and O þ

2 are bigger than those of Al as shown in Table I calcu-
lated by SRIM,21 and therefore, ne increases due to the oxidation
state for a large O2/Ar ratio.

16 The sudden change of ne reveals the
quick coverage of oxidation due to the high oxidation activity of Al.

The densities of metal particles and ionization rates are dis-
played in Fig. 3. As the power densities go up, the discharge is
enhanced, but Al, Al+, and Al2+ exhibit different trends when the
O2/Ar ratios vary. The Al particles show a gradually declining
trend with O2/Ar ratios after 60W/cm2, and the trend is more
obvious in the high power density discharge. Meanwhile, the Al+

ions present a slight declining trend. This phenomenon can be
attributed to oxidation on the target and subsequent reduction of
the sputtering yield of the oxidized Al target. When the bombard-
ing particles are changed from Ar+ to O þ

2 , the latter has a smaller
sputtering yield and, hence, the density of Al particles decreases.
Al+ particles are generated by collisional ionization of Al atoms
showing a similar declining tendency as Al atoms. The ionization
effect is improved by increasing the electron density and so the
effects of the Al+ density are not as significant as those of the Al
atoms. Similarly, a larger electron density promotes the formation
of Al2+ via secondary ionization of Al+. Such secondary ionization
counteracts the effect of Al+ decline and becomes the dominant
factor in producing a larger amount of Al2+. However, Al atom
density declines sharply, while the Al ion density increases after the
O2/Ar ratio reaches the critical point corresponding to the inflexion
point of the electron density at which the electron density rises sig-
nificantly. The trend of Al particles after this point indicates that
sputtering is restrained, but the ionization of metal particles is
enhanced due to larger electron density. According to the density

FIG. 2. Electron densities at different power densities for different O2/Ar ratios.

TABLE I. Secondary electron emission coefficients of Al and Al2O3 sputtered by
Ar+ and O þ

2 and sputtering yields of Al at different energies.

Ions
Sputtering
materials

Ew
(eV) γ

Sputtering yields (Y)

500
eV

600
eV

700
eV

800
eV

Ar+ Al 4.2822 0.1152 0.682 0.786 0.886 0.948
Al2O3 1.0023 0.2202 0.250 0.288 0.322 0.351

O þ
2 Al 4.28 0.0566 0.627 0.697 0.757 0.801

Al2O3 1.00 0.1616 0.219 0.248 0.262 0.267
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of Al particles, the ionization rate of Al particles is calculated by
Eq. (5) and presented in Fig. 3(d), which shows a continuously
increasing trend with power densities,

αAl ¼ nAl þ þ nAl2 þ

nAl þ nAl þ þ nAl2 þ
� 100%: (5)

The increase is rapid at smaller power densities and reaches
saturation after 80W/cm2 similar to the change in the electron
density. However, the ionization rate is not sensitive to the O2/Ar
ratio except for the sudden increase at the critical point due to the
drastic decline in Al atoms and increase in Al ions.

The densities of oxygen particles derived by the Ar/O2/Al model
are presented in Fig. 4. For the same O2/Ar ratio, the O2 density
exhibits a declining trend with increasing power densities as shown in

Fig. 4(a). The decline can be attributed to enhanced ionization and
dissociation of O2 arising from larger electron density and temperature
due to high power density. Thus, the Oþ

2 and O densities present an
inverse increasing trends. Owing to the saturation of electron density,
there is no obvious increment in O þ

2 and O densities after the power
density reaches 80W/cm2. The densities of O particles show different
regularities with O2/Ar ratios. Considering that the original source of
O2, O

þ
2 , and O are external, their densities are determined by the

O2/Ar ratio. The density increases gradually with O2/Ar ratios until
the changing point after which O2, O þ

2 , and O exhibit a similar ten-
dency as Al, Al+, and Al2+, respectively. According to Poolcharuansin
and Bradley24 and Nouvellon et al.,25 the effect of hot electrons can
significantly improve the reactions including O2 ionization, O2 dissoci-
ation, and O ionization and generate O þ

2 , O, and O+. This effect is
particularly strong in the target poisoning stage because of the

FIG. 3. Densities of Al particles for different densities and O2/Ar ratios: (a) Al atom, (b) Al
+, (c) Al2+, and (d) ionization rates of the Al element.
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enhanced emission of secondary electrons with high electron tempera-
ture, consequently resulting in a sudden rise of O þ

2 and O density as
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The ionization rate of O is calculated by
Eq. (6) and shown in Fig. 4(d),

αO,iz ¼
nOþ

2
þ nO þ þ nO-

2nO2 þ 2nOþ
2
þ 2nOm

2
þ nO þ nO þ þ nOm þ nO-

� 100%:

(6)

The ionization rate of the O element increases with power density
and stabilizes after 60W/cm2. In the low power density discharge, the
small electron density produces poor ionization that cannot ionize the
incoming O2 gas efficiently. As the power density goes up, the electron

density and electron temperature increase and the ionization capacity
is improved. Therefore, the ionization rate increases with O2/Ar ratios.

The O/Al ratio in the discharge zone is exhibited in Fig. 5(a).
This ratio is obtained by calculating the ratio of all the O and Al
particles using the following equation:

rO/Al ¼
2nO2 þ 2nOþ

2
þ 2nOm

2
þ nO þ nO þ þ nOm þ nO-

nAl þ nAl þ þ nAl2 þ
� 100%:

(7)

The O particles are provided externally and also from sputter-
ing, and therefore, a larger O/Al ratio increases the O density in the
discharge zone. Conversely, the sputtering of Al is restrained
because of the oxidation of the target surface. Thus, the O/Al ratio

FIG. 4. Densities of O particles for different power densities and O2/Ar ratios: (a) O2 (nO2 ), (b) O
þ
2 , (c) O, and (d) ionization rates of the O element.
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increases with O2/Ar ratios especially at small power densities.
With increasing power densities, the sputtering of Al increases and
the high temperature caused by the high power density discharge
suppresses the supplement of the gas to the discharge zone.
Consequently, the O/Al ratio decreases gradually at higher power
densities. The extent of oxidation on the target surface is illustrated
in Fig. 5(b). Oxidation occurs via absorption of O particles and
reactions with the Al target, and it is offset by sputtering with Ar+,
O þ

2 , Al+, and Al2+. At the same power density, a larger O2/Ar
ratio not only reduces the sputtering rate, but also accelerates oxi-
dation. On the other hand, increasing the power density enhances
sputtering and produces a higher temperature in the discharge
zone to mitigate oxidation because of the gas rarefaction effect.26 In
general, surface poisoning declines with power densities as shown
in Fig. 5(b), which indicates higher oxygen tolerance and better
target poisoning resistance. With increasing O2/Ar ratio, once
etching is smaller than oxidation, the alumina coverage occurs and
the secondary electron emission increases. The secondary electron
can also ionize O or O2 although it requires higher energy com-
pared to Al. Therefore, a much higher alumina coverage and much
larger secondary electron emission will increase each other, induc-
ing an abrupt change in the discharge current.

The recycling map27,28 of the C-HPMS discharge on Al in the
Ar/O2 atmosphere under 120W/cm2 is shown in Fig. 6. Under
20W/cm2, the ratio of the primary current Iprim to the total dis-
charge current ID is about 0.85, like the discharge of conventional
dcMS. With increasing the power density to 120W/cm2, Iprim/ID
decreases to or even less than 0.5, revealing that the C-HPMS dis-
charge has entered the recycling regime where the discharge is
dominated by recycling. Before complete poisoning (r � 8), the
discharge is in region AB, indicating that the discharge is simulta-
neously dominated by self-sputtering (SS) recycling and gas recy-
cling. The fraction Iss/ID, which represents the intensity of SS

recycling, decreases with increasing O2/Ar ratio r, while the fraction
Igas-recycle/ID, which represents the intensity of gas recycling, shows
an opposite evolution. After complete poisoning (r = 8.2), the dis-
charge shifts from region AB to region B due to the sudden

FIG. 5. (a) O/Al ratios in the plasma; (b) coverage of the poisoning compound on the target surface.

FIG. 6. Recycling map of the C-HPMS discharge on Al in the Ar/O2 atmo-
sphere under 120 W/cm2. Regions A, B, and AB are SS-recycle dominated,
gas-recycle dominated, and mixed-recycling range, respectively.
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FIG. 7. (a) Voltage vs O2/Ar ratio at different power densities; (b) O2/Ar ratios when target poisoning occurs at different power densities.

FIG. 8. Discharge photographs for 20 and 120 W/cm2 under different O2/Ar ratios.
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FIG. 9. Morphology of the alumina coatings deposited by different power densities.

FIG. 10. (a) Deposition rates at a distance of 40 cm from the target; (b) O/Al ratios determined by EDS.
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increase in Igas-recycle/ID. Consequently, the discharge is dominated
by gas recycling that enhances secondary electron emission and
results in an increase of discharge current.

The modeling and simulation results reveal that a high power
density enhances the recycling trap, which increases the electron
density and ionization rate of the reactive gas and metal particles
and ultimately improves sputtering. In addition, the rarefaction
effect reduces compound formation on the target by restraining the
diffusion of O to the target. Hence, the oxygen tolerance in the
high-density discharge increases.

The discharge characteristics are also determined by experi-
ments. Figure 7(a) presents the voltage change vs O2/Ar ratio for
different power densities. With increasing power densities, the
voltage increases gradually to produce more sputtering of the

target. However, O2 has a weak effect on the voltage for a small
O2/Ar ratio. When the O2/Ar ratio goes up, the voltage drops
abruptly due to the quick poisoning of the target, corresponding to
the sudden changes in the electron density as well as O and Al par-
ticles observed in simulation. The O2/Ar ratios for target poisoning
at different power densities are presented in Fig. 7(b), which indi-
cate a nearly linear increase with power densities in addition to
improved oxidation tolerance and poisoning resistance. The inflex-
ion of O2/Ar ratio is 7.93 under 120W/cm2, which is about 5 times
of 1.57 under 20W/cm2, demonstrating that the stable deposition
window in the O2/Ar ratio becomes wider with increasing power
density in the Al discharge.

Figure 8 compares the discharges at 20 and 120W/cm2 for
different O2/Ar ratios. At 20W/cm2, the discharge of Al in the Ar

FIG. 11. Properties of the alumina films deposited at different power densities: (a) Breakdown voltages, (b) electrical resistivity, (c) optical morphologies of different
samples, and (d) transmittance of different samples.
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atmosphere shows a weak glow (dark blue) typical of Ar discharge.
With increasing O2/Ar ratios, the color changes from dark blue to
yellow white suggesting the presence of O2. When the power
density is increased to 120W/cm2, the glow is enhanced showing a
light blue color in the Ar atmosphere. In the presence of O2, the
glow changes to yellow white similar to that of the discharge at
20W/cm2 except that the glow is lighter. In addition, the glow
range is wider as the plasma diffuses longer distances at 120W/cm2

indicating larger plasma density and energy.
Figure 9 depicts the cross-sectional and surface images of the

amorphous AlOx films deposited using different power densities.
The films deposited at smaller power densities have the typical
columnar structure with clear perpendicular boundaries between
adjacent structures. The surface shows round granular structures
with clear gaps around each granular corresponding to the bound-
aries in the cross-sectional images. The structures stem from the
low energy of the incident particles. However, when the power
density is increased, the ionization rate and ion energy are
improved resulting in more bombardment, destruction of the
inherent columnar structure, and film densification. In this way,
the surface transforms from a round granular morphology to a
smooth one without the columnar structure and boundaries when
the power density is 120W/cm2.

A high power density discharge produces a higher temperature
and a larger density gradient enabling the particles to traverse a
longer distance from the target. Therefore, the substrate-target dis-
tance (STD) can be increased to provide more flexibility in film
deposition and vacuum equipment design. Herein, the deposition
rate of alumina at a high STD of 40 cm is determined as shown in
Fig. 10(a). The deposition rate rises with power densities reaching
112 nm/min at 120W/cm2, which is much better than that by tra-
ditional sputtering technology (about 10–30 nm/min for STD
between 6 and15 cm). Similar to the study by Mickan et al.,29 the
oxygen content in the coatings decreases with increasing the power
density decreases, as revealed in Fig. 10(b). EDS shows that when
the O/Al ratio is larger than the standard stoichiometric ratio, it
reaches 1.77 for the sample deposited at 20W/cm2, indicating the
presence of excess oxygen that may be caused by O atoms in the
structure30 or hydroxide formed by water impurities.31 Our results
show that a high power density promotes film density leading to
the absence of free O atoms (or hydroxide) and a stoichiometric
ratio of about 1.5.

The typical alumina films are insulating and optically trans-
mitting. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) display the breakdown field and
electrical resistivity of different samples. Both the breakdown field
and electrical resistivity increase with power densities. The break-
down field increases from 50 to 103 V/μm and an increase in two
orders of magnitude is observed from electrical resistivity as the
power density goes up from 20 to 120W/cm2. The improvement
arises from film densification. The gaps observed from the low
power density sample form breakdown paths when a voltage is
exerted across the film.32 Besides, the existence of excess O makes
the coating easier to breakdown and forms ionized tunnels. The
absence of gaps and transmission path in high power density
samples improves the insulating properties. Figures 11(c) and 11(d)
show the transmittance properties of the films deposited at differ-
ent power densities indicating excellent transmittance in spite of an

alumina film thickness of more than 5 μm. In contrast, the samples
deposited at low power densities are darker. The transmittance
in the visual wavelengths in Fig. 11(d) shows some fluctuations due
to reflection. The average transmittance shown in the inset in
Fig. 11(d) exhibits a continuous rising trend from 93.3% to 95.6%
with increasing power densities. The slightly lower transmittance of
the low power density samples may be caused by the gaps between
the round granules that increase scattering and absorption of light.
This negative effect can be obviated using a high power density dis-
charge giving rise to higher transmittance.

IV. CONCLUSION

The discharge characteristics of C-HPMS in the reactive
O2/Ar/Al system are investigated by theoretical simulation and
experiments. The plasma evolution and reactions between oxygen
and the target surface are studied with a global discharge model for
different O2/Ar ratios and power densities. To corroborate the the-
oretical findings, experiments are conducted to study the high
power density discharge and alumina deposition. A high power
density increases the electron density and discharge intensity, pro-
motes target sputtering, and improves the ionization rate. Owing to
enhanced sputtering and gas rarefaction effects, target poisoning is
mitigated significantly and the target poisoning resistance also
stems from higher oxygen tolerance. The experiments also reveal
that a larger power density discharge can accommodate a higher
O2/Ar ratio so as to allow more flexibility in the design of deposi-
tion parameters and coating properties. As experimental verifica-
tion, the alumina films deposited with high power densities at
higher deposition rates have better properties such as a denser
structure and better electrical insulation and transmittance.
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APPENDIX: RATE COEFFICIENTS AND PARTICLE
BALANCE EQUATION

1. The parameters used in global model (Table II)

The parameters in the global model.

2. Geometric structure of the global structure

The geometric structure of the O2/Ar/Al2O3 global model
is displayed in Fig. 12. The simulation area is approximately a
semicircle with a radius of 2.75 cm. The length of discharge
runway is about 51.6 cm. Thus, ST, Sp, SIR, and VIR could be
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calculated by (A1)–(A4),

ST ¼ 2RL, (A1)

SP ¼ πRL, (A2)

SIR ¼ ST þ SP, (A3)

VIR ¼ 1
2
πR2L: (A4)

The electron could be divided into e and eh that are produced
by ionization and secondary electron emission, respectively. The
other particles in the reaction are Ar, Ar+, Arh (hot atom), Arm

(metastable state); O2, O þ
2 , O2 [metastable state, O2 (a

1Δg) and O2

(b1Σg), marked as Oma
2 and Omb

2 , respectively], O, O+, Om (metasta-
ble state), and O−; and metal particles like Al, Al+, and Al2+. The
eh accumulation and the temperature amendment are also consid-
ered in the model. The black arrows in the global model indicate
the possible reaction including ionization, excitation, de-excitation,
charge exchange, sputtering, and combination with oxygen.
The red arrows represent the etching of the target by Ar+, Al+, and
Al2+. The black dashed arrows mean the departure of atom, ions,
and electron from the ionization region. The blue arrows show the
diffusion of Ar and O2 into the ionization region.

3. The reaction and reaction coefficient of different
particles

The density of each particle could be calculated by the produc-
tion and consumption of them. The reaction rate (k) of each reaction
is displayed in Tables III and IV. The effect of hot electrons on the
ionization of oxygen is revealed by khi nehnM (M =O2, O þ

2 , Oma
2 ,

Omb
2 , O, O+, Om, and O−) in Eqs. (A25), (A31), (A34), (A36), (A38),

(A41), (A44), and (A46). khi (the reaction rate of reaction i with eh,
i = 5, 6, 7, …, 31) is assumed to be equal to ki in Table IV.

an and Eiz in reactions (48) and (49) are shown in Table V.

4. Particle equilibrium equations

a. The Ar equilibrium equation is calculated by Eq. (A5)

dnAr
dt

¼ �k1nenAr � kh1nehnAr � k3nenAr � kh3nehnAr

� ΓAl,coll
mAl

mAr

nAr
ngas

SP
VIR

þ k43nAr þ nO2

þ k44nArmnO þ k45nArmnO2 þ k46nArmnO2

þ k50nArþnAl þ k51nArmnAl þ ΓAr,diff
SP
VIR

: (A5)

Equation (A5) describes the particle equilibrium process of Ar
atoms in the ionization region. Ar atoms are reduced because of
the sputtering wind flux, reactions (1) and (3), and simultaneously
generated by reactions (43)–(46), (50), and (51). Besides, Ar atoms
are supplemented by diffusion from outside.

TABLE II. The parameters in the global model.

Symbol Definition Unit

B Average magnetic field intensity in ionization
region

mT

D Bohm diffusion coefficient m2/s
E Threshold energy eV
e Elementary charge constant 1.602 × 10−19 C C
Icalc The calculated current A
ID The current in experiment A
Ise The current caused by secondary electron A
kb the Boltzmann constant 1.38 × 10−23 J/K J/K
kreaction Reaction coefficient m3/s
L The length of the discharge runway m
m The particle mass kg
n The particle density m−3

P Pressure Pa
R The radius of the ionization region m
r The radius of the particle m
SIR The area of ionization region m2

SP The area of the ionization region toward the
vacuum chamber

m2

ST The area of the ionization region toward the
target

m2

t Time s
Te The temperature of electron V
Teh The temperature of the hot electron V
Tgas The temperature of the gas K
Tgas,IR The temperature of the gas in the ionization

region
K

u The velocity of the particle m/s
UD The voltage in experiment V
UIR The voltage decline in the ionization region V
USH The voltage of the sheath V
VIR The volume of the ionization region m3

Y The sputtering yield
α The sticking
β Ion return probability
γ The secondary electron emission coefficient
Γ The flux of the particle m−2

ε0 Dielectric constant, 8.85 × 10−12 F/m F/m
ϑ The coverage of the compound
λcoll Free path of collision between Al and Ar m
λm Free path of collision between the electron and

other particles
m

νh iz The average collision frequency of hot electron Hz
νm The average collision frequency of the electron Hz
σDC The conductivity S/m
σm Sectional area of Al and Ar collision m2

ωgeτc Hall parameter
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The Ar diffusion flux to the ionization region is expressed as

ΓAr,diff ¼ nAr,0uAr � nAruAr,IR
4

: (A6)

The Ar density outside the ionization region is marked as
nAr,0, and its diffusion rate to the ionization region is calculated by
Eq. (A7)

uAr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTAr

πmAr

s
, (A7)

where TAr is about 300 K and kb is the Boltzmann constant. The
diffusion rate from the ionization region to the outside is calculated
by Eq. (A8),

uAr,IR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTAr,IR

πmAr

s
: (A8)

The TAr,IR is set at 2000 K, which is equal to Tgas,IR (tempera-
ture in the ionization region), and ngas is the gas density in the
chamber calculated by an ideal gas law. ΓAl,coll represents the flux
of Ar that leaves the ionization region due to collision with the
sputtering wind of Al and Al ions. The sputtering wind flux of Al,
Al+, and Al2+ could be calculated by (A9), (A10), and –(A11),
respectively,

ΓAl,0 ¼ nAluTAl

4
, (A9)

ΓAlþ ,0 ¼
nAlþuTAl

4
, (A10)

ΓAl2þ ,0 ¼
nAl2þuTAl

4
: (A11)

The root mean square velocity (uTAl ) of Al particle can be
expressed by Eq. (A12),

uTAl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kbTAl

mAl

s
, (A12)

and the average temperature of the sputtered Al (TAl) can be calcu-
lated by SRIM. The collision frequency of Al/Ar in the ionization
region is defined as Eq. (A13),

Fcoll ¼ 1� exp � R
λcoll

� �
: (A13)

The λcoll is the average free path of the momentum transfer-
ring collision of Al and Ar, and Eq. (A14) gives the expression of
λcoll,

λcoll ¼ 1
σm(nAr þ nArm þ nArh )

: (A14)

In Eq. (A14), σm represents the cross section of collision based
on the hard sphere model [σm = π(rAr + rAl)

2, rAr = 1.88 Å,

FIG. 12. O2/Ar/Al global model.
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rAl = 2.51 Å]. Thus, the sputtering wind flux of Ar in the ionization
region is shown in Eq. (A15),

ΓAl,coll ¼ (ΓAl,0 þ ΓAlþ ,0 þ ΓAl2þ ,0)Fcoll: (A15)

b. The equilibrium equation of Ar+ could be expressed
as (A16)

dnArþ

dt
¼ �k50nArþnAl � k43nArþnO2 � k47nArþnO�

� ΓArþ
ST þ SP(1� βArþ )

VIR
þ k1ne(nAr þ nArh )

þ kh1neh (nAr þ nArh )þ k2nenArm þ kh2nehnArm : (A16)

Assuming that the ions leave the ionization region with Bohm
velocity,55 the flux of those Ar+ can be calculated from Eqs. (A17)
and (A18),

ΓAr þ ¼ 0:4nAr þ uB,Ar þ , (A17)

uB,Ar þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

mAr

r
: (A18)

The ion return probability βi can be expressed as Eq. (A19).
Consider the average temperature of the ions in the
ionization region is Ti. If Ti is larger than the potential difference
(UIR), no ions will return. If Ti is smaller than UIR, some ions will
return,

βi ¼
0 UIR , Ti

1� Ti

UIR
UIR � Ti

i ¼ Ar þ , Oþ
2 , O

þ , Al þ , andAl2 þ :

8<
:

(A19)

For Ar+, O þ
2 , and O+, Ti equals to Tgas,IR, and for Al+ and

Al2+, Ti equals to TAl. Because Al
2+ will bear double force, UIR also

become twice for Al2+.

c. For metastable Ar atom (Arm), the equilibrium
equation is Eq. (A20)

dnArm

dt
¼�k2nenArm �kh2nehnArm �k4nenArm �kh4nehnArm

�k44nArmnO�k45nArmnO2 �k46nArmnO2 �k51nArmnAl

�ΓArm,diff
SP
VIR

�ΓAl,coll
mAl

mAr

nArm

ngas

SP
VIR

þk3ne(nArþnArh )þkh3neh (nArþnArh ): (A20)TA
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TABLE IV. Reaction rate (k) of O2/Ar/Al2O3.

Reaction k (m3/s)

Threshold
energy
(eV) Reference

eþ O2 ! O þ
2 þ 2e (5) 2:01 � 10�15T1:09

e exp(�12:41/Te) 12.10 36
eþ Oma

2 ! O þ
2 þ 2e (6) 2:01 � 10�15T1:09

e exp(�11:43/Te) 11.12 20
eþ Omb

2 ! O þ
2 þ 2e (7) 2:01 � 10�15T1:09

e exp(�10:78/Te) 10.47 20
e + O2→O +O− (8) 1:12 � 10�15T�1:41

e exp(�6:16/Te) 4.20 37
eþ Oma

2 ! Oþ O� (9) 4:33 � 10�15T�1:39
e exp(�5:17/Te) 3.23 37

eþ Oma
2 ! Om þ O� (10) 1:01 � 10�15T�1:46

e exp(�7:36/Te) 3.23 37
eþ Omb

2 ! OþO� (11) 4:33 � 10�15T�1:39
e exp(�4:52/Te) 2.57 20

eþ Omb
2 ! Om þO� (12) 1:01 � 10�15T�1:46

e exp(�6:71/Te) 13.60 20
e + O→O+ + 2e (13) 4:75 � 10�15T0:78

e exp(�14:27/Te) 13.60 38
e + Om→O+ + 2e (14) 4:75 � 10�15T0:78

e exp(�12:31/Te) 11.64 38
e + O−→O + 2e (15) 4:64 � 10�14T0:50

e exp(�3:44/Te) 1.46 39
e + O2→O +Om + e (16) 8:45 � 10�15T0:38

e exp(�11:84/Te) 40
e + O2→ 2O + e (17) 9:49 � 10�16T0:38

e exp(�11:84/Te) 40
e + O2→Om +Om + e (18) 9:49 � 10�17T0:38

e exp(�11:84/Te) 40
eþ Oma

2 ! Oþ Om þ e (19) 8:45 � 10�15T0:38
e exp(�10:86/Te) 20

eþ Oma
2 ! 2Oþ e (20) 9:49 � 10�16T0:38

e exp(�10:86/Te) 20
eþ Omb

2 ! OþOm þ e (21) 8:45 � 10�15T0:38
e exp(�10:21/Te) 20

eþ Omb
2 ! 2Oþ e (22) 9:49 � 10�16T0:38

e exp(�10:21/Te) 20
e + O→Om + e (23) 2:19 � 10�14T�0:57

e exp(�4:10/Te) 1.96 41
eþ O2 ! Oma

2 þ e (24) 1:25 � 10�14T�0:97
e exp(�5:51/Te) 0.98 42

eþ O2 ! Omb
2 þ e (25) 3:84 � 10�15T�1:05

e exp(�5:71/Te) 1.63 42
eþ Oma

2 ! Omb
2 þ e (26) 6:69 � 10�15T�0:56

e exp(�1:73/Te) 43
eþ O þ

2 ! OþOm (27) 2:20 � 10�14T�0:50
e 44

Om + e→O + e (28) 3:39 � 10�14T�0:51
e exp(�1:89/Te) −1.96 37

Oma
2 þ e ! O2 þ e (29) 1:43 � 10�14T�0:69

e exp(�4:23/(Te þ 0:12))� 4:12 � 10�16T0:28
e exp(�1:72/Te) 20

Omb
2 þ e ! O2 þ e (30) 7:81 � 10�15T�0:73

e exp(�3:58/(Te þ 0:085))� 2:16 � 10�16T0:27
e exp(�1:49/Te) 20

Omb
2 þ e ! Oma

2 þ e (31) 4:46 � 10�15T�0:56
e exp(�0:647/Te) 20

O þ
2 þO� ! O2 þ O (32) 2.60 × 10−14(300/Tg)

0.44 44
O+ + O−→ 2O (33) 4.00 × 10−14(300/Tg)

0.43 44
O + O−→O2 + e (34) 2.30 × 10−16 −4.20 45
O2 þ Oþ ! Oþ O þ

2 (35) 2.10 × 10−17(300/Tg)
0.50 46

O2 + Om→O2 + O (36) 7 × 10−18exp(67/Tg) 46
Oma

2 þ O� ! OþO2 þ e (37) 8.6 × 10−17 0.48 47
O2 þ Om ! Oma

2 þ O (38) 1.00 × 10−18 46
O2 þ Om ! Omb

2 þ O (39) 2.56 × 10−17exp(67/Tg) 46
Omb

2 þO� ! O2 þOþ e (40) 6.90 × 10−16 −0.17 48
O þ

2 þO� ! 3O (41) 2.60 × 10−14(300/Tg)
0.44 44

O− + O2→O +O2 + e (42) 6.9 × 10−17exp(−Tg/16 323) 1.46 49
ArþþO2 ! O þ

2 þ Ar (43) 4.90 × 10−17(300/Tg)
0.78 50

Arm + O→Om + Ar (44) 4.1 × 10−17 51
Arm + O2→ 2O + Ar (45) 1.01 × 10−16 52
Arm + O2→O +Om + Ar (46) 1.14 × 10−16 52
Ar+ + O−→O +Ar (47) 4 × 10−14(300/Tg)

0.43 20
e + Al→Al+ + 2e (48) (Te/Eiz)

1/2 exp(�Eiz/Te)
P5
n¼10

an((lg(Te/Eiz))
n) Eiz 53

e + Al+→Al2+ + 2e (49) 53
Ar+ + Al→Ar + Al+ (50) 1.0 × 10−15 54
Arm + Al→Ar + Al+ + e (51) 5.9 × 10−16 −5.60 54
O+ + Al→O +Al+ (52) 3.8 × 10−16 20
O þ

2 þ Al ! O2 þ Alþ (53) 3.8 × 10−16 20
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The diffusion flux of Arm is defined by Eq. (A21),

ΓArm,diff ¼ nArmuAr,IR
4

: (A21)

d. For hot Ar atom (Arh), the equilibrium equation is
Eq. (A22)

dnArh
dt

¼ �k1nenArh � kh1nenArh � k3nenArh

� kh3nehnArh � ΓArh,diff
SP
VIR

þ ΓArþ
ST
VIR

: (A22)

The diffusion flux of Arh is defined by Eqs. (A23) and (A24)
(TArh ¼ 2 eV is the temperature of Arh),54

ΓArh,diff ¼
nArhuArh

4
, (A23)

uArh ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8eTArh

πmAr

r
: (A24)

e. The O2 equilibrium equation is calculated by
Eq. (A25)

dnO2

dt
¼�k5nenO2 �kh5nehnO2 �k8nenO2 �kh8nehnO2

�k16nenO2 �kh16nehnO2 �k17nenO2 �kh17nehnO2

�k18nenO2 �kh18nehnO2 �k24nenO2 �kh24nehnO2

�k25nenO2 �kh25nehnO2 �k35nO2nOþ �k38nO2nOm

�k39nO2nOm �k42nO2nO� �k43nArþnO2 �k45nArmnO2

�k46nArmnO2 �ΓAl,coll
mAl

mO2

nO2

ngas

SP
VIR

�ΓO2,cαO2 (1�ϑ)
ST
VIR

þk29nenOma
2
þkh29nehnOma

2
þk30nenOmb

2
þkh30nehnOmb

2

þk32nOþ
2
nO� þk34nOnO� þk40nOmb

2
nO�

þk53nOþ
2
nAlþΓO2,diff

SP
VIR

: (A25)

The flux of O2 to the target is calculated by Eqs. (A26) and
(A27),

ΓO2,c ¼
nO2uO2,IR

4
, (A26)

uO2,IR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTgas,IR

πmO2

s
, (A27)

where αO2 is the sticking coefficient of O2, and ϑ is the coverage of
the compound on the target. The total diffusion flux of O2 is
obtained by Eq. (A28),

ΓO2,diff ¼
nO2,0uO2 � nO2uO2,IR

4
: (A28)

The O2 density outside the ionization region is marked as
nO2,0, and its diffusion rate to ionization region is calculated by
Eq. (A29),

uO2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTgas

πmO2

s
: (A29)

The O2 density in the ionization region is marked as nO2,IR,
and its diffusion rate to the chamber is calculated by Eq. (A30),

uO2,IR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTgas,IR

πmO2

s
: (A30)

f. The O2
+ equilibrium equation is presented in

Eq. (A31)

dnOþ
2

dt
¼ �k27nenOþ

2
� kh27nehnOþ

2
� k32nOþ

2
nO� � k41nOþ

2
nO�

� k53nOþ
2
nAl � ΓOþ

2

ST þ SP(1� βOþ
2
)

VIR
þ k5nenO2

þ kh5nehnO2 þ k6nenOma
2
þ kh6nehnOma

2
þ k7nenOmb

2

þ kh7nehnOmb
2
þ k13nenO þ kh13nehnO þ k14nenOm

þ kh14nehnOm þ k35nO2nOþ þ k43nArþnO2 : (A31)

ΓO þ
2

is the diffusion flux of O þ
2 to leave the ionization region

at Bohm velocity, and its calculation equation is shown in
Eq. (A32),

ΓO þ
2

¼ 4nO þ
2
uB,O þ

2
, (A32)

TABLE V. The parameter an (1 × 10
−14 m/s) and Eiz.

54

Reaction a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 Eiz (eV)

e + Al→Al+ + 2e 30.8 −28.5 10.5 −2.13 −2.5 2.09 5.96
e + Al+→Al2+ + 2e 3.46 −3.67 0.44 1.40 −0.54 −0.16 18.83
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uB,Oþ
2
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

mO2

s
: (A33)

g. The equilibrium equation of Omb
2 is shown in

Eq. (A34)

dnOma
2

dt
¼� k6nenOma

2
� kh6nehnOma

2
� k9nenOma

2
� kh9nehnOma

2

� k10nenOma
2
� kh10nehnOma

2
� k19nenOma

2
� kh19nehnOma

2

� k20nenOma
2
� kh20nehnOma

2
� k26nenOma

2
� kh26nehnOma

2

� k29nenOma
2
� kh29nehnOma

2
� k37nOma

2
nO�

� ΓOma
2 ,diff αOm

2
(1� ϑ)

ST
VIR

þ SP
VIR

� �
� ΓAl,coll

mAl

mO2

nO2

ngas

SP
VIR

þ k24nenO2 þ kh24nehnO2 þ k31nenOmb
2

þ kh31nehnOmb
2
þ k38nO2nOm : (A34)

The diffusion flux of Oma
2 is shown in (A35),

ΓOma
2 ,diff ¼

nOma
2
uO2,IR

4
, (A35)

where αOm
2
is the sticking coefficient of Oma

2 and Omb
2 .

h. The equilibrium equation of Omb
2 is shown in

Eq. (A36)

dnOmb
2

dt
¼�k7nenOmb

2
�kh7nehnOmb

2
�k11nenOmb

2
�kh11nehnOmb

2

�k12nenOmb
2
�kh12nehnOmb

2
�k21nenOmb

2
�kh21nehnOmb

2

�k22nenOmb
2
�kh22nehnOmb

2
�k30nenOmb

2
�kh30nehnOmb

2

�k31nenOmb
2
�kh31nehnOmb

2
�k40nOmb

2
nO�

�ΓOmb
2 ,diff αOm

2
(1�ϑ)

ST
VIR

þ SP
VIR

� �
�ΓAl,coll

mAl

mO2

nO2

ngas

SP
VIR

þk25nenO2 þkh25nehnO2 þk26nenOma
2

þkh26nehnOma
2
þk39nO2nOm :

(A36)

The diffusion flux of Omb
2 is shown in Eq. (A37),

ΓOmb
2 ,diff ¼

nOmb
2
uO2,IR

4
: (A37)

i. The equilibrium equation of the O atom is calculated
by Eq. (A38)

dnO
dt

¼� k13nenO � kh13nehnO � k23nenO � kh23nehnO

� k34nOnO� � k44nArmnO � ΓO,diff αO(1� ϑ)
ST
VIR

þ SP
VIR

� �

� ΓAl,coll
mAl

mO

nO
ngas

SP
VIR

þ k8nenO2 þ kh8nehnO2 þ k9nenOma
2

þ kh9nehnOma
2
þ k11nenOmb

2
þ kh11nehnOmb

2
þ k15nenO�

þ kh15nehnO� þ 2k17nenO2 þ 2kh17nehnO2 þ k19nenOma
2

þ kh19nehnOma
2
þ 2k20nenOma

2
þ 2kh20nehnOma

2
þ k21nenOmb

2

þ kh21nehnOmb
2
þ 2k22nenOmb

2
þ 2kh22nehnOmb

2
þ k27nenOþ

2

þ kh27nehnOþ
2
þ k28nenOm þ kh28nehnOm þ k32nOþ

2
nO�

þ 2k33nOþnO� þ k35nO2nOþ þ k36nO2nOm þ k38nO2nOm

þ k39nO2nOm þ k40nOma
2
nO� þ 3k41nOþ

2
nO� þ 2k45nArmnO2

þ k46nArmnO2 þ k47nArþnO� þ k52nOþnAl þ 3ΓAl2O3,sput
ST
VIR

:

(A38)

The diffusion flux of the O atom is shown in (A39) and (A40)

ΓO,diff ¼ nOuO
4

, (A39)

uO ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kbTgas,IR

πmO

s
, (A40)

where αO is the sticking coefficient of O and ΓAl2O3,sput is the sput-
tering flux of the Al2O3 compound on the target surface.

j. The equilibrium equation of O+ is calculated by
Eq. (A41)

dnOþ

dt
¼ �k33nOþnO� � k35nO2nOþ � k52nOþnAl

� ΓOþ
ST þ SP(1� βOþ )

VIR

þ k13nenO þ kh13nehnO þ k14nenOm þ kh14nehnOm :

(A41)

ΓOþ is the diffusion flux of O+ to leave the ionization region at
Bohm velocity, and its calculation equation is shown in Eqs. (A42)
and (A43),

ΓOþ ¼ 0:4nOþuB,Oþ , (A42)
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uB,Oþ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

mO

r
: (A43)

k. The equilibrium equation of Om is calculated by
Eq. (A44)

dnOm

dt
¼ �k14nenOm � kh14nehnOm � k28nenOm � kh28nehnOm

� k36nO2nOm � k38nO2nOm � k39nO2nOm

� ΓOm,diff αOm(1� ϑ)
ST
VIR

þ SP
VIR

� �
� ΓAl,coll

mAl

mO

nOm

ngas

SP
VIR

þ k10nenOma
2
þ kh10nehnOma

2
þ k12nenOmb

2
þ kh12nehnOmb

2

þ k16nenO2 þ kh16nehnO2 þ 2k18nenO2 þ 2kh18nehnO2

þ k19nenOma
2
þ kh19nehnOma

2
þ k21nenOmb

2
þ kh21nehnOmb

2

þ k23nenO þ kh23nehnO þ k27nenOþ
2
þ kh27nehnOþ

2

þ k44nArmnO þ k46nArmnO2 :

(A44)

The diffusion flux of Om is shown in (A45),

ΓOm,diff ¼ nOmuO
4

, (A45)

where αOm is the sticking coefficient of Om.

l. The equilibrium equation of O− is calculated by
Eq. (A46)

dnO�

dt
¼� k15nenO� � kh15nehnO� � k32nOþ

2
nO� � k33nOþnO�

� k34nOnO� � k31nOma
2
nO� � k40nOmb

2
nO� � k41nOþ

2
nO�

� k42nO�nO2 � k47nArþnO� � ΓO�
SP
VIR

þ k2nenO2

þ kh2nehnO2 þ k9nenOma
2
þ kh9nehnOma

2
þ k10nenOma

2

þ kh10nehnOma
2
þ k11nenOmb

2
þ kh11nehnOmb

2

þ k12nenOmb
2
þ kh12nehnOmb

2
: (A46)

ΓO� is the diffusion flux of O− to leave the ionization region
at Bohm velocity, and its calculation equation is shown in (A47)
and (A48),

ΓO� ¼ 0:4nO�uB,O� , (A47)

uB,O� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

mO

r
: (A48)

m. The equilibrium equation of Al is calculated by
Eq. (A49)

dnAl
dt

¼ �k48nenAl � kh48nehnAl � k50nArþnAl � k51nArmnAl

� k52nOþnAl � k53nOþ
2
nAl � ΓAl,diff

SP
VIR

þ ΓAl,sput
SP
VIR

:

(A49)

The diffusion flux of Al,

ΓAl,diff ¼ nAluTAl

4
(1� Fcoll): (A50)

ΓAl,sput is the sputtering flux of the Al on the target surface.

n. The equilibrium equation of Al+ is calculated by
Eq. (A51)

dnAlþ

dt
¼ �k49nenAlþ � kh49nehnAlþ � ΓAlþ

ST þ SP(1� βAlþ )
VIR

þ k48nenAl þ kh48nehnAl þ k50nArþnAl
þ k51nArmnAl þ k52nOþnAl þ k53nOþ

2
nAl: (A51)

ΓAl þ is the diffusion flux of Al+ to leave the ionization region
at Bohm velocity, and its calculation equation is shown in (A52)
and (A53),

ΓAlþ ¼ 0:4nAlþuB,Alþ , (A52)

uB,Al þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eTe

mAl

r
: (A53)

o. The equilibrium equation of Al2+ is calculated by
Eq. (A54)

dnAl2þ

dt
¼ �ΓAl2þ

ST þ SP(1� βAl2þ )
VIR

þ k49nenAlþ þ kh49nehnAlþ :

(A54)

ΓAl2 þ is the diffusion flux of Al2+ to leave the ionization
region at Bohm velocity, and its calculation equation is shown in
(A55) and (A56),

ΓAl2þ ¼ 0:4nAl2þuB,Al2þ , (A55)
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uAl2 þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2eTe

mAl

r
: (A56)

p. The equilibrium equation of e is calculated by
Eq. (A57)

dne
dt

¼ Σe � Γe
Sp
VIR

: (A57)

Σe is the generation of e and is calculated by (A58),

Σe ¼ k1ne(nAr þ nArh )þ kh1neh (nAr þ nArh )þ k2nenArm

þ kh2nehnArm þ k5nenO2 þ kh5nehnO2 þ k6nenOma
2

þ kh6nehnOma
2
þ k7nenOmb

2
þ kh7nehnOmb

2
þ k13nenO

þ kh13nehnO þ k14nenOm þ kh14nehnOm þ k15nenO�

þ kh15nehnO� þ k34nOnO� þ k40nOma
2
nO� þ k51nArmnAl

þ k37nOma
2
nO� þ k42nO2nO� � k8nenO2 � kh8nehnO2

� k9nenOma
2
� kh9nehnOma

2
� k10nenOma

2
� kh10nehnOma

2

� k11nenOmb
2
� kh11nehnOmb

2
� k12nenOmb

2
� kh12nehnOmb

2

� k27nenOþ
2
� kh27nehnOþ

2
þ Ise
eVIR

: (A58)

Ise is the current of the secondary electron,

Ise ¼ e
X

i
ΓiγAl,i(1� ϑ)STþ

X
i
ΓiγAl2O3,iϑST

� �
i ¼ Ar þ , O þ

2 , O þ , Al þ , andAl2 þ :

(A59)

γAl,i indicates the secondary electron emission coefficient when
the Al target is bombarded by i ion and γAl2O3,i is secondary electron
emission coefficient when Al2O3 on the target is bombarded by
i ion. γj,i equals 0.016 (Eiz,i− 2Ew,j).

56 Eiz,i is the ionization energy of
i ion as shown in Tables III and IV. Ew,j is the work function of sput-
tering target j which is Ew,Al = 4.28 eV and Ew,Al2O3 ¼ 1:0 eV for Al
and Al2O3, respectively. Considering that the secondary electron
could return to the target, the effective secondary electron emission
coefficient is amended as γeff = 1/2γj,I.

57 All the secondary electron
emission coefficient in the equation are referred as γeff.

The diffusion flux of e can be calculated by Eq. (A60),

Γe ¼ De

R
nel 1þ UIR

Te

� �
: (A60)

The electron density at the boundary of the ionization region
is nel = 0.4ne. De is the Bohm diffusion coefficient of the electron,

De ¼ 1
ωgeτc

Te

B
: (A61)

ωgeτc is the ratio of electron cyclotron and collision frequency.
The average magnetic field intensity (B) is set as 20 mT.

The voltage decline (UIR) in the ionization region is calculated
by Poisson equation,

UIR ¼�eR2

ε0
(nArþ þnOþ

2
þnOþ þnAlþ þ2nAl2þ �nO- �ne�neh ):

(A62)

The potential of the shield is calculated as USH =UD−UIR,
where UD is the voltage of the magnetron cathode.

q. The equilibrium equation of eh is calculated by
Eq. (A63)

dneh
dt

¼ 1
eUD/2

USHIse
VIR

� Qh

� �
� Γeh

Sp
VIR

: (A63)

Qh is the energy loss of the hot electron because of collision
with other particles.

Qh

e
¼ (EAr,c þ Ehtc)k

h
1neh (nArþ þ nArh )þ (EArm,c þ Ehtc)k

h
2nehnArm

þ E4k
h
4nehnArm þ (EO2,c þ Ehtc)k

h
5nehnO2

þ (EOma
2 ,c þ Ehtc)k

h
6nehnOma

2
þ (EOmb

2 ,c þ Ehtc)k
h
7nehnOmb

2

þ (EO,c þ Ehtc)k
h
13nehnO þ (EOm ,c þ Ehtc)k

h
14nehnOm

þ (EAl,c þ Ehtc)k
h
48nehnAl þ (EAlþ ,c þ Ehtc)k

h
49nehnAlþ :

(A64)

EAr,c is the energy loss of electron because of ionization, excita-
tion, and collision with Ar. EArm,c is the energy loss of electron
because of ionization, excitation, and collision with Arm. Ehtc is the
release of energy of electron from a hot electron to a cold electron, and
it equals to 10 eV. E4 indicates the energy release of Ar

m de-excitation.
The diffusion flux of eh is shown as (A65),

Γeh ¼
Deh

R
neh,l 1þ UIR

Teh

� �
, (A65)

Deh ¼
1

ωgeτc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Teh

Te

r Teh

B
: (A66)

Teh is the temperature of the hot electron. If Te <USH/3,
Teh ¼ USH/3. If Te >USH/3, Teh ¼ Te.
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r. The energy equilibrium equation

The effective power transfer coefficient (from the power
supply to heat the electron) is expressed as FPWR,

58

FPWR ¼ eVIREhtcvhiz þ UIRID/2
UDID

: (A67)

eVIREhtcvhiz is the power input for the heating of second elec-
tron. UIRID/2 is the power input by Ohm heating. vhiz is the ioniza-
tion collision of the hot electron with other particles,

vhiz ¼ neh (k
h
1(nAr þ nArh )þ kh2nArm þ kh5nO2 þ kh6nOma

2

þ kh7nOmb
2
þ kh13nO þ kh14nOm þ kh48nAl þ kh49nAl þ ): (A68)

The electron energy density,

d
dt

3
2
eneTe

� �
¼ FPWR

PD
VIR

� Q� 3
2
eTeΓe

SP
VIR

�
X
i

1
2
eTeΓi

ST þ SP(1� βi)
VIR

: (A69)

Equation (A69) describes the equilibrium equation of electron
energy density. The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (A69) are
the input of the power supply, thermal release, reaction consump-
tion, and the energy loss due to the loss of the ions, respectively.

Combining the electron equilibrium equation (A57), the above
equation becomes

3
2
ne

dTe

dt
¼ Ehtcv

h
iz þ

IDUIR/2
eVIR

� Q
e
� 3
2
TeΣe

�
X
i

1
2
TeΓi

ST þ SP(1� βi)
VIR

, (A70)

Q
e
¼ EAr,ck1ne(nAr þ nArh )þ EArm,ck2nenArm þ EO2,ck5nenO2

þ EOma
2 ,ck6nenOma

2
þ EOmb

2 ,ck7nenOmb
2
þ EO,ck13nenO

þ EOm,ck14nenOm þ EAl,ck48nenAl þ EAlþ ,ck49nenAlþ

þ E4k4nenArm þ E8k8nenO2 þ E9k9nenOma

þ E10k10nenOma
2
þ E11k11nenOmb

2
þ E12k12nenOmb

2

þ E15k15nenO� þ E34k34nO�nO þ E37k37nO�nOma
2

þ E40k40nO�nOmb
2
þ E42k42nO�nO2 þ E51k51nArmnAl,

(A71)

EAr,c ¼ E1 þ k3
k1

E3 þ 3
kAr,el
k1

me

mAr
Te, (A72)

EArm,c ¼ E2 þ 3
kAr,el
k2

me

mAr
Te, (A73)

EO2,c ¼ E5 þ k24
k5

E24 þ k24
k5

E25 þ 3
kO2,el

k5

me

mO2

Te, (A74)

EOma
2 ,c ¼ E6 þ 3

kO2,el

k6

me

mO2

Te, (A75)

EOmb
2 ,c ¼ E7 þ 3

kO2,el

k7

me

mO2

Te, (A76)

EO,c ¼ E13 þ k23
k13

E23 þ 3
kO,el
k13

me

mO
Te, (A77)

EOm,c ¼ E14 þ 3
kO,el
k14

me

mO
Te, (A78)

EAl,c ¼ E48 þ 3
kAl,el
k48

me

mAl
Te, (A79)

EAlþ ,c ¼ E49 þ 3
kAl,el
k49

me

mAl
Te: (A80)

kel is the reaction rate coefficient of the hard sphere collision
of electron with other particles,

kAr,el ¼ 2:33� 10�14T1:609
e exp(0:0618(lnTe)

2 � 0:1171(lnTe)
3),

(A90)

kO2,el ¼ 4:7� 10�14T0:5
e , (A91)

kO,el ¼ 4:7� 10�14T0:5
e , (A92)

kAl,el ¼ 10�0:0104(lnTe)
2þ0:1134lnTe�11:7, (A93)

kAlþ ,el ¼ 10�0:0104(lnTe)
2þ0:1134lnTe�11:7: (A94)

s. The equilibrium equation of ϑ [see Eq. (3)]

The schematic picture of Al–O reactive sputtering is displayed
in Fig. 13. The flux of i ion sputtering target is marked as Γi. The
flux of O element to the target and form Al2O3 are marked as
ΓO2,c, ΓOma

2
, ΓOmb

2
, ΓO, ΓOm , ΓOmb

2
, and ΓOþ . The consumption of

Al2O3 by sputtering is expressed by ΓAl2O3,sput.
The coverage of Al2O3 is expressed as ϑ. Thus, the ratio of Al

is (1− ϑ). The sputtered Al flux is expressed as

ΓAl,sput ¼
X

i
Γi(Yi,Al(1� ϑ)þ 2Yi,Al2O3,Alϑ): (A95)

Γi is the ion flux. Yi,Al indicates the sputtering yield of the Al
target by i ion. Yi,Al2O3,Al is the sputtering yield of Al obtained by
sputtering Al2O3 through i ion. All the sputtering yields are
obtained by SRIM.
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The remove flux of Al2O3 from the target is ΓAl2O3,sput,

ΓAl2O3,sput ¼
X

i
ΓiYi,Al2O3,Oϑ: (A96)

When the dc discharge is stable and in equilibrium, the com-
pound generation equals to compound consumption, Eq. (3) can
be reduced to a linear equation with respect to coverageϑ.

5. The process of error correction in the simulation

The calculated discharge current is expressed as (A97),

Icalc ¼ eST
X

i
(Γi(1� ϑ)(qi þ γAl,i)þ Γiϑ(qi þ γAl2O3,i)): (A97)

i is the ion that bombards the target. qi is the charge number of i
ion, and γAl,i and γAl2O3,i are the second electron emission
coefficients.

The input parameters in the model are pressure (P), experi-
ment voltage (UD), experiment current (ID), the O2/Ar ratio (rgas),
the initial value of the equilibrium equation, and Hall parameter
(ωgeτc). When the simulated discharge reach steady state, n and Te
are calculated. The Hall parameter (ωgeτc) is adjusted to keep the
discharge current being consistent with the experiment current.
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